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Agenda
-

๏ Introduction 
๏ UAFCHA presentation and discussion 
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UAFCHA
-

๏ UA Chinese Faculty (by 2020) 
➡ > 188 total, 153 (~7% of total TT faculty) TT (42/47/54) 
➡ Science/Engineering/Medicine/Eller/… 
➡ Contribute greatly to research (fund, paper,…), teaching, service.

๏ UAFCHA (UA Faculty of Chinese Heritage Association) 
➡ founded in 03/13/2021, registered under UA Faculty Affairs Office 
➡ Membership open to all interested parties (71 members) 
➡ Mission 

• promote and support members 
• support UA missions and serve UA community
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Outline
-

๏ Background 
   from politics to prosecution 
๏ Finding based on Survey  
   negative impacts and insecurity 
๏ Support we need
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Background: from Politics to Prosecution
-

๏ Dramatic change of environment (2018-2021) 
➡ DOJ China Initiative, NIH 10,000 letters, FBI warning brochure 
to academia  
➡ implementation of new policies from federal agencies and 
universities 

๏ Targeted investigation (2018-2021) 
➡ High profile arrests, 2021 (MIT, Prof. Gang Chen),    
very different University responses 
➡ Wrongly charged and later dismissed cases: Gang Chen, 
Anming Hu, Sherry Chen, Xiaoxing Xi, …

General fear of being wrongfully charged
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๏ Survey on the impact of academic research 
➡ 5 Universities nationwide (Umich, Mich State, Iowa State, 
Columbia, Notre Dame) 295/927 
➡ UA 37/70, different colleges, different ranks

Survey
2/15/22, 9:40 PM UAFCHA 2021 Ethnic Profiling Survey

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1plKmbst4PdyU32daxtUUt0Prtl1HfRpBOY3f2ylfzaE/viewanalytics 2/43

In which school or college is your primary appointment?

37 responses

What is your rank?

37 responses

I prefer not to answer.
College of Science; Applied
Science; Optical Science;
College of Engineering
School of Medicine; Nursing;
Pharmacy; Health Science C…
Business; Management
Humanities; Social and Beha…
Other professional school (su…
Optics

16.2%

21.6%

37.8%

I prefer not to answer.
Assistant Professor (tenure
track)
Associate Professor (with ten…
Full Professor (with tenure)
Lecturer
Research Scientist or Resear…
Administrator
Graduate student
Instructional faculty (annual c…

16.2%

37.8%

37.8%

2/15/22, 9:40 PM UAFCHA 2021 Ethnic Profiling Survey

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1plKmbst4PdyU32daxtUUt0Prtl1HfRpBOY3f2ylfzaE/viewanalytics 2/43

In which school or college is your primary appointment?

37 responses

What is your rank?

37 responses

I prefer not to answer.
College of Science; Applied
Science; Optical Science;
College of Engineering
School of Medicine; Nursing;
Pharmacy; Health Science C…
Business; Management
Humanities; Social and Beha…
Other professional school (su…
Optics

16.2%

21.6%

37.8%

I prefer not to answer.
Assistant Professor (tenure
track)
Associate Professor (with ten…
Full Professor (with tenure)
Lecturer
Research Scientist or Resear…
Administrator
Graduate student
Instructional faculty (annual c…

16.2%

37.8%

37.8%

other
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      Main Findings: Negative Impacts and Insecurity            
-๏ Sense of Security 

➡ Do not feel safe as Chinese-origin researches in the U.S. 62% (59%) 
➡ Worried about Collaboration/traveling to China 73% (72%)  
➡ Fear university will not support Asian American scholars if targeted by the US 
government 24% (40%)  
➡ Concerns are largely invisible to University leadership 78% (64%) 

๏ Procedure-wise 
➡ Unclear of rights or responsibilities when investigated  67% (91%) 
➡ Unclear of what to disclose  

• to university 75% (71%)   
• to funding agency 74% (64%)   

๏ Faculty/Student recruitment/retention 
➡ Faculty thought about leaving the US for another country 21% (32%)  
➡ Reduced student/postdoc application pool/more difficult to recruit/faculty 
reluctant to take Chinese students  
30% (31%) faculty report they have students/postdocs turned down US offer because they 
feel the US is not a welcoming environment  

๏ Lack Asian American inclusion  
➡ Univ leadership positions lack Asian American representation 87% (86%)

UA (nation-wide)
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Reflection and Actions
-

๏ Survey data raise surprising alarms 
➡ Negative impact on academic research with reduced:  

• federal grants 
• research activity 
• international student enrollment 

➡ Hurt the competitiveness, innovation, and productivity of US 
academic research  
➡ Further fuel microaggression, anti-Asian hate 

๏ Actions taken 
➡ Letters and meetings with University leadership 
➡ Letters and communications with DOJ, congress and president 
Biden
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Support We Need
-

๏ Action to enhance sense of security 
➡ Convey the message to colleges (deans), depts (heads), center (directors) 
➡ Set up an advisory office/designated personnel to ensure faculty’s legal rights 
during any inquiries. 

๏ Action to increase procedure transparency and legal protection 
➡ Increase clarity/consistency/equality in policies regarding disclosure  
➡ Checklist of disclosure to funding agencies/internal reporting 
➡ Guideline regarding federal investigation

๏ Action to improve Asian American inclusion  
➡ Representation in leadership roles  
➡ Voice of our community

๏ Action to improve recruitment and retention   
➡ Expel concerns over "China Initiative” and racial profiling 
➡ On behalf of us, improve communication with state legislature,  congressional 

delegations, other Universities, government agencies, the public
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Survey Details
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62% (59%) do not feel safe as Chinese-origin academic researches 
in the U.S., while additional 8% (12%) are not sure (70% total/71%)

#1: Sense of Security

62%

27%

8%
2.7%

'Feel safe'

1 2 3 4

UA (nation-wide)
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73% (72%) are worried about traveling to and/or bringing students 
to China (post-pandemic) 
77% are worried about collaborations with colleagues in China

2/15/22, 9:40 PM UAFCHA 2021 Ethnic Profiling Survey

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1plKmbst4PdyU32daxtUUt0Prtl1HfRpBOY3f2ylfzaE/viewanalytics 6/43

Are you worried about these collaborations given the current political
atmosphere in China and/or in the US?

22 responses

Before 2018, did you feel that this university encouraged collaborations in
China?

21 responses

Yes
No
I prefer not to answer.22.7%

77.3%

Yes, before 2018, this university
encouraged collaborations in…
No, before 2018, this universit…
Before 2018, this university n…
I prefer not to answer
I have not been in this univers…
don't know
I joined UA after 2018
I didn't join the UA at that time.
don't know, not at the university

38.1%

28.6%

2/15/22, 9:40 PM UAFCHA 2021 Ethnic Profiling Survey

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1plKmbst4PdyU32daxtUUt0Prtl1HfRpBOY3f2ylfzaE/viewanalytics 40/43

o. Because of tensions between the U.S. and China, I am worried about
traveling to China and/or bringing students with me to China (after the
pandemic is over).

37 responses

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

20

1 (2.7%)1 (2.7%)1 (2.7%) 1 (2.7%)1 (2.7%)1 (2.7%)

8 (21.6%)
9 (24.3%)

18 (48.6%)
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24% (40%) fear university will not support Asian American faculty, 
staff or students if targeted by the US government, protect faculty

2/15/22, 9:40 PM UAFCHA 2021 Ethnic Profiling Survey

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1plKmbst4PdyU32daxtUUt0Prtl1HfRpBOY3f2ylfzaE/viewanalytics 31/43

f. I believe that this university's administration will support Asian and Asian
American faculty, staff, or students if they are targeted by anti-Asian hate.

37 responses

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

1 (2.7%)1 (2.7%)1 (2.7%)

8 (21.6%) 8 (21.6%)

14 (37.8%)

6 (16.2%)
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29% (77%) of faculty believe university encouraged these before 
2018. Only 5% (9%) do now. 

29%

4.8%

38%

19%

9.6%

'before 2018'

1 2 3 4 5
4.8%

38%

52%

4.8%

'after 2018'

1 2 3 4
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78% (64%) agree that Asian American faculty, staff and student 
concerns are largely invisible to University leadership

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

Strongly
disagree

Slightly
disagree

Neutral Slightly
agree

Strongly
agree

8 (2.7%)
18 (6.1%)

79 (27%)
86 (29.4%)

102 (34.8%)

Question: Asian American faculty, staff, and student 
concerns are largely invisible to university leadership 
(293 replies)

2/15/22, 9:40 PM UAFCHA 2021 Ethnic Profiling Survey

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1plKmbst4PdyU32daxtUUt0Prtl1HfRpBOY3f2ylfzaE/viewanalytics 26/43

Q10

a. The concerns of Asian American faculty, staff, and students have been
largely invisible to this university's leadership.

36 responses

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

20

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
2 (5.6%)

6 (16.7%)

12 (33.3%)

16 (44.4%)
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67% (91%) of those investigated were not informed of their rights 
or responsibilities

#2: Procedure-wise

25%

67%

8.3%

'investigation' by 'Feel safe'

62% 27% 8% 2.7%
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-

Disclosure 
๏ 72% (81%) of researchers know WHERE they should disclose 
COI to Universities  
๏ Only 25% (29%) know what should be disclosed to universities 
๏ Only 26% (36%) know what should be disclosed to federal 
funding agencies
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30% (31%) have students/postdocs who have turned down offers 
from US institutions because they feel the US is not a welcoming 
environment (reduction of application pool + hard to recruit + 
faculty reluctant to take Chinese students)

#3: Faculty/Student recruitment/retention

30%

62%

2.7% 5.4%

'Students'

1 2 3 4
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21% (32%) have thought about leaving the US for another country 

2/15/22, 9:40 PM UAFCHA 2021 Ethnic Profiling Survey

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1plKmbst4PdyU32daxtUUt0Prtl1HfRpBOY3f2ylfzaE/viewanalytics 38/43

m. Because of the current political environment in the US, I have thought
about moving to Canada, Europe, Australia, or New Zealand.

37 responses

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

8 (21.6%)

6 (16.2%)

15 (40.5%)

5 (13.5%)

3 (8.1%)

2/15/22, 9:40 PM UAFCHA 2021 Ethnic Profiling Survey

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1plKmbst4PdyU32daxtUUt0Prtl1HfRpBOY3f2ylfzaE/viewanalytics 37/43

l. Because of the current political environment in the US, I have thought
about moving to Asia.

37 responses

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

6 (16.2%)

8 (21.6%)

15 (40.5%)

4 (10.8%) 4 (10.8%)
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#4: 87% (86%) agree that University leadership positions lack 
Asian American representation

2/15/22, 9:40 PM UAFCHA 2021 Ethnic Profiling Survey

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1plKmbst4PdyU32daxtUUt0Prtl1HfRpBOY3f2ylfzaE/viewanalytics 27/43

b. Leadership positions and/or key committees at this university lack
representation of Asian American faculty.

37 responses

1 2 3 4 5
0

10

20

30

1 (2.7%)1 (2.7%)1 (2.7%) 1 (2.7%)1 (2.7%)1 (2.7%)
3 (8.1%)

10 (27%)

22 (59.5%)

4 (1.4%) 9 (3.1%)
28 (9.6%)

78 (26.6)

174 (59.4)

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

Strongly
disagree

Slightly
disagree

Neutral Slightly
agree

Strongly
agree

Question: University leadership positions lack 
Asian American representation (293 replies)
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In 2018, Department of Justice (DOJ) established the “China Initiative” 
with objectives to investigate and prosecute trade secret theft and 
economic espionage  
https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/attorney-general-jeff-sessions-announces-new-initiative-combat-chinese-economic-espionage

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) published a brochure warning 
academic institutions: China, the Risk to Academia   
 https://www.fbi.gov/file-repository/china-risk-to-academia-2019.pdf/view

National Institute of Health (NIH) sent 10,000 letters to all research 
universities/institutions warning undisclosed foreign ties    
 https://www.science.org/content/article/nih-letters-asking-about-undisclosed-foreign-ties-rattle-us-universities

Background

https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/attorney-general-jeff-s
https://www.fbi.gov/file-repository/china-risk-to-academia-2019.pdf/view
https://www.science.org/content/article/nih-letters-asking-about-undisclosed-foreign-ties-rattle-u
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China Initiative
Since 2018 
๏ 19 out of 77 (25%) economic espionage 
๏  23 cases (30%) grant or visa fraud by academics 
๏  130 out of 148 (88%) individuals charged under the initiative are 

scientists of Chinese heritage

https://www.technologyreview.com/2022/01/20/1043848/china-initative-gang-chen-mit-dismissed/

Research Integrity cases - MIT Technology Review's China Initiative Database

Defendant Category Charges

Feng Tao Research integrity Wire fraud,Federal program fraud,False statements

Zhengdong Cheng Research integrity Wire fraud,False statements,Conspiracy to defraud the United States

Mingqing Xiao Research integrity Wire fraud,False statements,False statements on tax return

Lin Yang Research integrity Wire fraud,False statements

Yanqing Ye Research integrity,Agent of a foreign government Visa fraud,False statements,Acting as an agent of a foreign government without notice to the Attorney General

Meyya Meyyappan Research integrity False statements

Simon Saw-Teong Ang Research integrity Wire fraud,False statements,False statement in application/use of passport

Turab Lookman Research integrity False statements

James Patrick Lewis Research integrity Federal program fraud

Xiao-Jiang Li Research integrity Making and subscribing a false tax return

Song Guo Zheng Research integrity False statements,Federal program fraud

Zaosong Zheng Research integrity Smuggling goods from the United States,False statements

Charles Lieber Research integrity False statements,Filing false tax returns,Failure to file report of foreign bank account

Gang Chen Research integrity Wire fraud,False statements,Failure to file report of foreign bank account

Qing Wang Research integrity False claims,Wire fraud

Juan Tang Research integrity Visa fraud,False statements

Xin Wang Research integrity Visa fraud

Guan Lei Research integrity Visa fraud,False statements,Destruction and alteration of records in a federal investigation

Chen Song Research integrity Visa fraud,Destruction and alteration of records in a federal investigation,False statements

Kaikai Zhao Research integrity Visa fraud,False statements

Haizhou Hu Research integrity,Theft of trade secrets Unauthorized access to computers,Theft of trade secrets

Anming Hu Research integrity Wire fraud,False statements

Van Andel Research Insititute Research integrity None

1

Summary of allegations Disposition

The government claims Tao failed to disclose his ties to Fuzhou University in China while conducting research at KU that was funded through the US Department of Energy contracts and the National Science Foundation contracts.Pending

Prosecutors claim Cheng applied for and received a grant from NASA for research into behavior of complex fluids in microgravity while not disclosing links to Chinese universities and talent plans. Pending

The government claims Xiao fraudulently obtained $151,099 in federal grant money from the National Science Foundation without informing NSF about another, overlapping grant he had already received from the Natural Science Foundation of Guangdong Province, China. Xiao also allegedly failed to inform NSF that he was on the payroll of Shenzhen University, a public university in Guangdong Province, and that he had already committed to teaching and conducting research at Shenzhen University from 2018 to 2023.Pending

Yang was principal investigator for a $1.75 million NIH grant, while also being affiliated with the Thousand Talents program, according to the indictment. In 2016, Yang established a business in China known as “Deep Informatics.” The indictment alleges that Yang promoted his business in China by claiming its products were the result of years of research supported by millions of dollars of US government funding.Pending

Ye identified herself as a student on her visa application. The government claimed she was a People's Liberation Army lieutenant affiliated with National University of Defense Technology and carried out assignments for her PLA superiors while studying at Boston University.Pending

Meyyappan failed to disclose his affiliation with the Thousand Talents program, and affiliations with universities in China, South Korea and Japan, on ethics forms he was required to fill out as a government employee. Pleaded guilty

Ang is accused of violating the University of Arkansas's conflict of interest policy by hiding close ties to Chinese companies and participation in the Thousand Talents program. He accepted grant money from NASA without disclosing his affiliations with the Thousand Talents program. The case began when an University of Arkansas library staff member looked through the files on a lost hard drive while trying to figure out whose hard drive it was.Pleaded guilty

Lookman, a researcher for Los Alamos National Laboratory, answered "no" when a counterintelligence officer asked if he had been recruited by the Thousand Talents program, although he had. Pleaded guilty

Lewis accepted employment with a Chinese university through the Thousand Talents Plan. He requested parental leave from his employer, West Virginia University, but instead flew to China to take his employment without his newborn.Pleaded guilty

While employed at Emory University, Li joined China's Thousand Talents Program. Li earned at least $500,000 in foreign income that he never reported on his federal income tax returns. Li’s false income tax returns came to light after the National Institutes of Health reviewed Li’s NIH research grant applications and became concerned that he had failed to disclose his ties to foreign research institutions.Pleaded guilty

Song Guo Zheng, a professor at Ohio State University, did not disclose his affiliation with the Thousand Talents program to the NIH while applying for grant funding. Pleaded guilty

Zaosong Zheng, a cancer researcher at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, was flagged by CBP Agricultural Specialists as “a high risk for possibly exporting undeclared biological material.”  When scheduled to fly from Boston to Beijing on December 9, 2019, a search of Zheng's baggage found 21 vials of a brown liquid. Agents approached Zheng and asked if he was transporting biological material, he said no. He was charged with false statements and later indicted for false statements and smuggling.Pleaded guilty

Lieber, a Harvard University professor, was accused of lying about his participation in the Thousand Talents program and his affiliation with the Wuhan Institute of Technology. Found guilty after jury trial

The government claims Chen failed to disclose contracts, appointments, and awards from various entities in the PRC, including two talent programs, while receiving federal grant funding from the Department of Energy. 
 Charges dismissed by the government

Dr. Wang was a participant in China's Thousand Talents program. The government claimed he failed to disclose his affiliation on his applications for NIH grants, which he received. Charges dismissed by the government

Tang answered "no" on her visa application to questions about whether she had served in the military, was a member of the Communist Party, and whether she had any special biological knowledge. The government alleged she was a member of the People's Liberation Army based on her affiliation with Fourth Military Medical University.Charges dismissed by the government

On a visa application, Wang stated that he had served as an Associate Professor in Medicine in the People’s Liberation Army. According to prosecutors, when interviewed by CBP officers at the airport, Wang said that he was, in fact, still currently a “Level 9” technician in the PLA, and was employed by a military university lab.Charges dismissed by the government

The government accused Lei of committing visa fraud by certifying that he did not serve in the Chinese military on his visa application, despite being connected to the National University for Defense Technology in China. The government also accused Lei of destroying evidence when he threw away a damaged hard drive, leading prosecutors and accused him of making false statements because he told investigators he did not have more devices when he did. Lei said this last charge was based on a translation error.Charges dismissed by the government

Song applied for a visa in 2018 to work as a visiting researcher at Stanford. On her application, she said her military service was terminated in 2011, but investigators believed she was still affiliated with the People's Liberation Army.Charges dismissed by the government

In the application for his F1 visa, Zhao answered that he did not serve in the Chinese military. The government claimed this was a lie, based on his affiliation with China's National University for Defense Technology. Charges dismissed by the government

Prosecutors claimed Hu gained unauthorized access to a computer system in order to access the proprietary 'core code' of his research supervisor's bio-inspired research simulation software. Charges dismissed by the government

The government claimed Hu engaged in a scheme to defraud the National Aeronautics and Space Administration by concealing his affiliation with Beijing University of Technology while receiving grant funding from NASA. Acquitted by judge after mistrial

The government alleged that the Van Andel Research Institute, which studies cancer and other diseases, violated the False Claims Act by submitting grant applications and progress reports to NIH that failed to disclose foreign links, including Chinese government grants that funded two VARI researchers and one professor's tie to a talent program.Settled with government

2

Outcome Technology Area Affiliation Victim Institution Docket

Pending Chemical engineering University of Kansas University of Kansas, the National Science Foundation and the Department of Energy 2:19-cr-20052

Pending Physics Texas A&M University NASA, Texas A&M University 4:20-cr-00455

Pending Mathematics Southern Illinois University - Carbondale The National Science Foundation, Southern Illinois University - Carbondale 4:21-cr-40039

Pending, with little public activity since indictment. Biomedical University of Florida NIH, University of Florida 1:20-cr-00040

Ye was in China when charged, and has never been arrested. Her case is still pending. The FBI's internal memos group Ye's case with the five cases against researchers accused of lying about military affiliation on their visa applications. All five were dismissed at the request of the government in July 2021.Physics Boston University Boston University 1:20-cr-10021

1/13/2021: Meyyappan pleaded guilty to one count of making false statements. He was sentenced to 30 days imprisonment on 6/16/2021, and fined $100,000. Nanotechnology NASA NASA 1:21-cr-00022

1/21/2022: Pleaded guilty to one count of false statements. Electrical engineering University of Arkansas NASA, University of Arkansas 5:20-cr-50029

1/24/2020: Lookman pleaded guilty to a count of making false statements. He was sentenced to 5 years probation. Physics Los Alamos National Laboratory Los Alamos National Laboratory 1:19-cr-01439

3/10/2020: Pleaded guilty to the sole count, sentenced to 3 months imprisonment, 1 year of supervised release and ordered to pay $20,189 in restitution. Materials science West Virginia University West Virgina University 1:20-cr-00008

5/18/2020: He pleaded guilty to making or subscribing a false tax return. He was sentenced to one year of probation, and ordered to pay $35,089 to the IRS. Biomedical Emory University IRS, Emory University, NIH 1:20-cr-00164

11/12/2020: Zheng pleaded guilty to making false statements. Zheng was sentenced to 37 months in prison and ordered to pay $3,843,369.47 in restitution. His family is currently appealing his sentence. He is subject to deportation after his release.Biomedical The Ohio State University NIH, The Ohio State University 2:20-cr-00182

12/01/2019: Zheng pled guilty to making false statements, but the smuggling charge was dropped by the government because the vials were not stolen and not hazardous materials. He was sentenced to time served, and deported.Biomedical Beth Israel Deaconness Medical Beth Israel Deaconness Medical Center, Harvard University 1:20-cr-10015

12/21/2021: Lieber was found guilty on all six counts. Defense plans to appeal. Nanotechnology Harvard University NIH, DoD, Harvard University 1:20-cr-10111

1/20/2022: government filed motion to dismiss all charges. Nanotechnology Massachusetts Institute of Technology Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Department of Energy 1:21-cr-10018

7/15/2021: Government dropped the case. Biomedical Cleveland Clinic Foundation NIH, Cleveland Clinic Foundation, 1:20-mj-09111

7/23/2021: Government dropped the case. One of five cases claiming a Chinese researcher failed to disclose affiliation with the Chinese military that were dropped the same week. Biomedical UC Davis USC - Davis 2:20-cr-00134

7/23/2021: Government dropped the case. One of five cases claiming a Chinese researcher failed to disclose affiliation with the Chinese military that were dropped the same week. Biomedical UC - San Francisco UC- San Francisco 3:20-cr-00251

7/23/2021: Government dropped the case. They did not give her lawyer a reason for why they moved to dismiss the case.  One of five cases claiming a Chinese researcher failed to disclose affiliation with the Chinese military that were dropped the same week.Machine learning UCLA UCLA 8:20-cr-00127

7/23/2021: Government dropped the case. They did not give her lawyer a reason for why they moved to dismiss the case. One of five cases claiming a Chinese researcher failed to disclose affiliation with the Chinese military that were dropped the same week.Biomedical Stanford University Stanford University 3:21-cr-00011

7/26/2021: Government dropped the case. One of five cases claiming a Chinese researcher failed to disclose affiliation with the Chinese military that were dropped the same week. Artificial intelligence Indiana University Indiana University 1:20-cr-00187

9/18/2020: in the middle of a detention hearing, when prosecutors learned that the information Hu had in his possession had been stored in a server that Hu was permitted to access. Robotics University of Virginia University of Virginia 3:20-mj-00036

9/10/21: Hu was acquitted. Hu's jury trial had ended in a mistrial due to a deadlocked jury on 6/16/2021. The government announced it intended to retry the case, but a judge granted Hu's motion for acquittal and dismissed the case.Nanotechnology University of Tennessee, Knoxville NASA, University of Tennessee, Knoxville 3:20-cr-00021

VARI agreed to pay $6.6 million in two separate settlement agreements. Biomedical  N/A NIH X:XX-xx-XXXXX

3

Court Date Case Filed Defendant Location Country of Citizenship Race Type Talent Program China Initiative webpage status

District of Kansas 8/21/2019 Lawrence, KS People's Republic of China Asian Individual Changjiang Professorship Remains on page

Southern District of Texas 8/20/2020 College Station, TX United States Asian Individual Thousand Talents,Hundred Talents,River Talents Remains on page

Southern District of Illinois 4/21/2021 Carbondale, IL United States Asian Individual None known Remains on page

Northern District of Florida 12/15/2020 Tampa People's Republic of China Asian Individual Thousand Talents Remains on page

District of Massachusetts 1/28/2020 Unknown People's Republic of China Asian Individual None known Remains on page

Southern District of New York 1/13/2021 Pacifica, CA United States Asian Individual Thousand Talents Never listed

Western District of Arkansas 5/8/2020 Fayetteville United States - Naturalized Asian Individual Thousand Talents Remains on page

District of New Mexico 5/22/2019 Los Alamos, NM United States Asian Individual Thousand Talents Remains on page

Northern District West Virgina 2/20/2020 Morgantown, WV United States Not Asian Individual Thousand Talents Remains on page

 Northern District of Georgia 5/6/2020 Atlanta, GA United States Asian Individual Thousand Talents Remains on page

Southern District of Ohio 5/23/2020 Hilliard, OH People's Republic of China Asian Individual Thousand Talents Remains on page

District of Massachusetts 12/10/2019 Boston, MA People's Republic of China Asian Individual None known Remains on page

District of Massachusetts 1/20/2020 Cambridge, MA United States Not Asian Individual Thousand Talents Remains on page

District of Massachusetts 1/13/2021 Cambridge, MA United States Asian Individual Wuhan City Partner Outstanding Talent Added

Northern District of Ohio 5/12/2020 Cleveland, OH United States Asian Individual Thousand Talents Removed

Eastern District of California 6/26/2020 Unknown People's Republic of China Asian Individual None known Removed

Northern District of California 6/8/2020 Unknown People's Republic of China Asian Individual None known Removed

Central District of California 8/26/2020 Los Angeles, CA People's Republic of China Asian Individual None known Removed

Northern District of California 7/17/2020 China People's Republic of China Asian Individual None known Removed

Southern District of Indiana 7/17/2020 Bloomington, IN People's Republic of China Asian Individual None known Removed

Western District of Virginia 8/28/2020 Unknown People's Republic of China Asian Individual None known Never listed

Eastern District of Tennessee 2/25/2020 Knoxville, TN Canada Asian Individual Beijing Overseas High-Level Talent Removed

Western District of Michigan Grand Rapids, MI N/A N/A Institution Thousand Talents Remains on page

4
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Background


